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CEWA’S VISION

SCHOOL’S VISION

Catholic Education WA is a Christ-centred
and child-focused community of
engaged learning environments,
inspiring all to actively live the Gospel.

We offer a contemporary Catholic Education that
inspires hope and is inclusive of all. Centred on
Christ, we provide high quality programs with a
strong focus on taking action for good in the world.

Core Values
We are honest and courageous and strive to follow in the footsteps of Jesus
We respect that we are all different and unique, and are willing to share our talents with others.
We demonstrate fairness to all in our school community.
We engage in active learning in a safe and collaborative environment.
We challenge, motivate and encourage everyone to reach their potential.
We play our role in protecting God’s environment to promote a sustainable future for all.

STR ATEGIC INTENTS | 2022-2024
Strategic intents should be drawn from and complementary to CECWA’s Strategic Directions (2019-2023) with the necessary alignment and recognition to the context
of the school. Strategic intents are developed through a school-wide consultative process. The strategic intents are broad goals and success factors that can be
articulated in more detail and action through the iterative School Improvement Plan. Through the cycle of strategic planning, when CECWA’s Strategic Directions
are renewed, a school will factor this in when its next cycle of strategic consultation and generation of new intents over a three-year period occurs.

CATHOLIC IDENTITY

Inspiring Christ-centred Leaders

GOALS

SUCCESS INDICATORS

QCE LINKS

Staff and Student formation to embed the Living Like Jesus values

Staff and students are aware of our Living Like Jesus Values
Staff are confident in implementing in the classroom
Common language is spoken by all
Living like Jesus values are communicated to all

1.1

Increase student and staff engagement in their own learning and faith
formation

Confidence when participating in Mass
Confidence when preparing liturgies
Participation in the Sacraments
Increased engagement in the classroom

1.1, 1.2

Further developing our sacred spaces within the school.

increase in visuals highlighting the History of St Joseph's
Engagement with sacred spaces
Understanding of our school history

1.1

EDUCATION

Catholic Schools of Excellence

GOALS

SUCCESS INDICATORS

QCE LINKS

Develop consistent whole school approaches focused on raising the literacy
and numeracy performance of all students.
Ongoing development of a conceptual framework of learning and teaching
within the school to foster alignment.

Engagement in PLC and PD
Common programs and whole school approaches from K-6
embedding programs and frameworks into school documents.
growth in mathematics and literacy for all students

2.1

Nurture a social environment where students are safe, respected and
supported and their social/emotional resilience is fostered.

Smiling minds is implemented and used across the school
Staff and students have the resources needed to model and
enact wellbeing and resiliance strategies.

2.3

Foster every child's right to differentiated learning opportunities by providing
an environment that is engaging, meaningful and challenging.

Consistent learning intentions and lesson structure across the
school Consistent and meaningful feedback across all learning
areas and across all stakeholders
High impact Teaching strategies are embedded

2.1, 2.3

COMMUNITY

Catholic Pastoral Communities

GOALS

SUCCESS INDICATORS

Communication and engagement with the school community to be a strength
of St Josephs school.

QCE LINKS
3.2

Continue to connect with the wider community

Communication indicators in climate survey increase
Steady/increase in enrolements
increased presence of St joseph's in the community
increased relationship with community business/services

Continue to provide a school wide program to increase staff and student
wellbeing

Smiling minds is impemented and utilized across the school
implementation of staff well being practices

3.1

Provide opportunities for students to learn, appreciate and celebrate
Aboriginal culture and other cultures.

Increased engament with Aboriginal culture (and other
cultures) not just during NAIDOC and Harmony day
celebrations
Embedding of Aboriginal perspectives in the classroom

3.1

STEWARDSHIP

3.3

Accessible, Affordable and Sustainable System of Schools

GOALS

SUCCESS INDICATORS

QCE LINKS

Continue to market the school as a school of choice in order to increase
enrolments.

Consistent and branded marketing in a variety of mediums is
implemented
enrolments remain steady and increase in proportion to the
number of students in the area

4.3

Ensure that the school environment and resources are maintained to a high
standard
Continue to ensure that St Joseph's School remains a safe place for children,
staff and the community.

Maintenance issues are enacted upon promptly
Maintenance plan is regularly updated
school resources reflect

4.1
4.3

Develop and foster the school's sustainability initiatives

Identifiable sustainablity practices in place
Whole school ownership of sustainability practices

4.2

In considering the school’s Strategic Intents over the next three years in Catholic Identity, Education, Community and Stewardship, together with the iterative Improvement Goals (collectively the
Catholic School Improvement Plan), priority also needs to be placed on identifying faith formation and mission objectives. These are the foundation to any school improvement goal setting and can
permeate across all four pillars.
It is recommended schools focus on three goals across a three-year period. The template below has been provided to schools at Evangelisation Planning workshops over the past 4-5 years and may
be modified to suit the school’s context. It is primarily based on staff formation because staff cannot effectively evangelise students unless they themselves are suitably formed. The following link to
the Accreditation for CEWA SharePoint may provide a valuable resource for schools. This plan should be reviewed annually and schools are encouraged to utilise support from CEWA’s Faith Formation
Team. These goals are to be incorporated and infused through the Catholic School Improvement Plan.

Staff Formation Planning
Focus Area

Improvement Goals

Relevant Actions

Timeframe

2021-2023
Resources

Success Indicators

Professional development (whole day or PLC)
Utilize RE guidelines and sharing these resources

Semester 1 2022 and ongoing
throughout the year

PD with St Mary's in Merredin
Utilise RE units and CEWA staff

Confidence when participating in Mass
and prayer

Finalise our Living Like Jesus booklet for staff use
Overview of Living Like Jesus values for the year.

Finalise in Semester 1 2022 - to be
used as an ongoing resource

School based resource. Use Parish
Priest to offer suggestions

Staff and students are aware of our
Living Like Jesus Values

Give opportunities for staff to identify their God-given
gifts and meaningful ways of using these gifts to
enhance our school community

Encourage staff voice in implemntaton of programs
across the school

Beginning of each year and as
opportunities present

CALL TO FAITH
•	Themes
•	Beliefs

Increase in staff understanding of the rituals and
symbols used in the Church, especially during Mass.

Professional development (whole day or PLC)
Utilize RE guidelines and sharing these resources

Semester 1 and ongoing throughout
the year

CALL TO GROW
IN DISCIPLESHIP
•	Apostle’s Creed
•	Sacraments
•	Life in Christ
•	Christian Prayer

Develop staff participation in and understanding of
informal prayer.

WITNESS
•	Examples of
expressing the
divine within
•	Raising
awareness of
the presence
of Jesus

Catholic etiquette practices- Reminding of the meaning
of the relevant gestures, why we do them and how to
teach them to children
Continue to develop the links of Jesus’ teachings
through the gospels to our Living Like Jesus focus wall.

Develop student participation in informal prayer

Professional development (whole day or PLC)
Utilize RE guidelines and sharing these resources

Semester 2 and ongoing

Monitoring and Progress
All staff and Principal to monitor
through PLC, CSIP reviews and
meetings

Living like Jesus values are
communicated to all

PD with St Mary's in Merredin
Utilise RE units and CEWA staff
Parish Priest and Principal to explain
some of the rituals and symbols
before Mass
Utilize our Faith Focus in Teams to
highlight focus (Principal)

Confidence when participating in Mass

Utilize RE units

Confidence when preparing staff
prayer

PD and PLC with CEWA staff

Confidence when preparing liturgies

All staff and Principal to monitor
through PLC, CSIP reviews and
meetings

Increased engagement in the
classroom

Evidence of informal prayer in the
classroom.

All staff and Principal to monitor
through PLC, CSIP reviews and
meetings

July 2021

Improvement Goals
Joseph's School
School: __St
________________________________________________________
2022
Year: ____________
The Improvement Goals are not intended to capture all the strategic activities of a school but rather prioritise the
key areas of focus that will have the highest impact on realising sustained and relevant improvement. Schools
are encouraged to limit the number of goals established to maximise depth and impact of strategy. Similarly, this
is an iterative document that aligns with the ongoing nature of change that occurs in a school in order to embed
processes and practices that lead to a quality Catholic education. Regular monitoring, review and updating of these
goals is encouraged and schools may find the addition of notes and/or appendices to capture significant milestones
and achievements useful in celebrating success and establishing the next iteration of improvement goals.
There is an expectation that at least one goal for Aboriginal education and Early Years education (if relevant)
be included.

INFORMED BY EVIDENCE FROM
• Staff Formation Planning
	
Catholic Education guiding principles, frameworks and processes
• Quality
	
Strategic Directions (2019-2023)
• CECWA
• School Strategic Plan
	
Quality Standard (NQS) Audit
• National
	
Education / AEIM: Aboriginal Education Improvement Map
• Aboriginal
•	Curriculum requirements
	
data analysis, e.g. Power BI & other achievement data, attendance, wellbeing etc.
• Student
	
Cyclic Review
• School
	
Climate Survey
• School
• Technology Integration Matrix (TIMS) / Technology Uses and Perceptions Survey (TUPS)
• School improvement processes
ONGOING EVALUATION

FOCUSING

What does our focus need to be?

DEVELOPING A HUNCH

What is leading to this situation?

SCANNING

What’s going on for our learners?

LEARNING
CHECKING

How and where can we learn
more about what to do?

Have we made enough of a diﬀerence?

TAKING ACTION
Spiral of Inquiry (Halbert & Kaser 2014)

What will we do diﬀerently?

CATHOLIC IDENTITY
Improvement Goals

Relevant Actions

Timeframe

Resources

Success Indicators

Performance & development goal
to be achieved (stated simply).

What actions will we take
to achieve the goal?

What are the timeframe milestones?

Support/resources that will be
required to achieve the goal.

How will we know we
have been successful
(quantitative and measurable)?

Increase in staff understanding of the rituals, symbols and
etiquette used in the Church, especially during Mass.

Undertake professional development (with St Mary's
Merredin) in understanding the rituals and symbols of
the Mass.
Incorportate resources and information into our Faith
Focus channel in our staff TEAMS (focus for each Mass)
Enlist the help of parish priest to increase our knowledge
(PLC)

Develop staff participation in and understanding of informal
prayer so that there is confidence when implementing in the
classroom or staff prayer

Timeframe within which
the goal will be achieved.

Term 1, 2022 - PD with St Mary's in
Merredin
PLC in Semester 2 with Father Matthew
Ongoing use of Faith Focus in Teams to
share resources.

Key school-based personnel
who will be engaged.

CEWA Staff
Father Matthew
RE Units
Principal to update Faith Focus
(weekly/fortnightly depending on the
need)

Confidence when participating in Mass

Monitoring Process
and Progress
Who is the staff member who will ensure we
are on track and have not taken our eyes off
the goals? When/how regularly will this be
done? How will this be done?

PLC Coordinator to put as an agenda
item for a PLC/Staff Meeting

Confidence when preparing liturgies
Increased engagement in the Mass

All staff as part of our staff meetings (will
become a part of the agenda to
determine the focus)
Principal to source information
Improvment Plan review each semester
(minimum) by staff and Principal

Incorportate resources and information into our Faith
Focus channel in our staff TEAMS

Ongoing use of Faith Focus in Teams to
share resources.

Highlight informatl prayer resources in our RE guidelines
that can be shared and used.

PLC in Term 2/3

CEWA Staff
RE Units
Principal to update Faith Focus
(weekly/fortnightly depending on the need)

Increased engagement in the classroom

All staff but Principal will oversee

Variety of different prayer resources
utilized in staff prayer
evidence of informal prayer in the
classroom during prayer times.

EDUCATION
Improvement Goals

Relevant Actions

Timeframe

Resources

Success Indicators

Performance & development goal
to be achieved (stated simply).

What actions will we take
to achieve the goal?

What are the timeframe milestones?

Support/resources that will be
required to achieve the goal.

How will we know we
have been successful
(quantitative and measurable)?

Develop high impact teaching strategies in mathematics
(number focus) to increase student achievement and
engagment.

Timeframe within which
the goal will be achieved.

Unpack mathemtics curriculum (SCSA) and align resources.

Term 1

Refine instructional teaching processes
(eg learning intentions, success criteria, explicit teaching)

ongoing

Utilize assessment to inform planning and teaching
(including Brightpath numeracy)

ongoing

Key school-based personnel
who will be engaged.

Top10 Maths
Mrs Amy 123
Mathletics
Brightpath Numeracy
CEWA consultants for PD (St Mary's
Merredin in Term 1) and for possible online
PLC

Increased understanding of mathematics
curriculum through PLC discussions
Common language used and common
maths focus

Monitoring Process
and Progress
Who is the staff member who will ensure we
are on track and have not taken our eyes off
the goals? When/how regularly will this be
done? How will this be done?

Ongoing PLC focus (PLC Coordinator and
Principal)
2 per term classroom visits (PLC
Coordinator and Principal)

Improvment in student engagment in
mathematics
Improved mathematics (number) data
(NAPLAN - over time; Brightpath)

Demonstrate effective feedback in classrooms across all
stake holders
*Teacher to parent
*Teacher/EA to student
*EA to teacher
*student to teacher

Develop effective feedback norms for all St Joseph's
stakeholders in PLC and staff meetings
Develop opportunities for effective feedback through a
variety of methods (eg rubrics, student voice)
Set as a EA/Teacher goal to discuss progress with the
principal

ongoing through PLC

Online PD (eg ATA, CEWA)

Increased use of effective feedback observable as part of the classroom.

All staff through PLC, observation and
feedback meetings

Increased participation in PLC

Principal through Teacher/EA meetings

COMMUNITY
Improvement Goals

Relevant Actions

Timeframe

Resources

Success Indicators

Performance & development goal
to be achieved (stated simply).

What actions will we take
to achieve the goal?

What are the timeframe milestones?

Support/resources that will be
required to achieve the goal.

How will we know we
have been successful
(quantitative and measurable)?

Timeframe within which
the goal will be achieved.

Key school-based personnel
who will be engaged.

Monitoring Process
and Progress
Who is the staff member who will ensure we
are on track and have not taken our eyes off
the goals? When/how regularly will this be
done? How will this be done?

Continue to embed Aboriginal Perspectives across the
curriculum, increasing staff and student understanding.

Highlight Aboriginal Perspectives in the curriculum (all
learning areas)
Utilize PLC session each semester to share how
perspectives have been embedded
Source PD (online or through CEWA)

Ongoing throughout the year but PLC
focus once a semester.

CEWA
*Source other local or online resources

Evidence embedded into teaching
programs

Program meetings as a discussion point

Embed the smiling minds program across the school as part
of our ongoing staff and student wellbeing

Launch smiling minds with the parent body through
newsletter and parent information sessions.

Term 1 launch but ongoing throughout the
year (see implementation plan)

Smiling Minds class resources

Positive well being in student and staff
surveys

Teacher/EA meetings as a discussion
point

Smiling Minds app

Launch and plan for smiling minds in the classroom

Smiling minds implementation plan

Ensure all staff have completed online training through the
learning hub
Create a common mindfulness language through smiling
minds

STEWARDSHIP
Improvement Goals

Relevant Actions

Timeframe

Resources

Success Indicators

Performance & development goal
to be achieved (stated simply).

What actions will we take
to achieve the goal?

What are the timeframe milestones?

Support/resources that will be
required to achieve the goal.

How will we know we
have been successful
(quantitative and measurable)?

Timeframe within which
the goal will be achieved.

Key school-based personnel
who will be engaged.

Monitoring Process
and Progress
Who is the staff member who will ensure we
are on track and have not taken our eyes off
the goals? When/how regularly will this be
done? How will this be done?

Whole school sustainability inititatives explored and
maintained (both as a staff and in the classrooms) so that
all community members have an awareness.

Determine the sustainability initiatives that can be
maintained or explored further
Allocate initiatives to classes and staff to implement
(both classroom and specialist)
Source any relevent resources or support
Utilze student leadership team to help engage others
Highlight initiatives on our social media, newsletter and
community paper

Begin actions in Semester 1 but will be
ongoing throughout the year.

These will be sourced and added to this
section once staff and students have
begun determining intiatives
(currently have had paper recycling,
worm farm, garden beds) but may
explore Waterwise, Waste wise etc

School based plan is created of
sustainability intiatives
Student and staff engagment in initiatives
Increased awareness through the
community of initiatives

Will be monitored through PLC, student
leadership meetings, discussions with the
Principal and SIP reviews throughout the
year

Further develop the staff development program to
incorporate regular observations and feedback sessions

Work with staff to redefine our formal staff development
and feedback documents
Classroom observation and feedback sessions are
timetabled.
Tie in class visits with school focus (eg Aboriginal
perspectives, numeracy focus etc)

ongoing throughout the year
PLC's timetabled

Source different staff documents
All staff members
online PD

Regular class visits with meaningful
feedback
Goal setting for all staff members
Finalised school documents.

All staff
Discussions with Principal

Improvement Goals
School Improvement Review and Progress Milestones
Date

Progress, notes and key points

